Holmquist Lindelof End Directors Term

Affiliate Representative, John Holmquist and Director Wayne Lindelof, CGCS were paid tribute as they closed out their respective terms on the GCSANC Board. Lindelof, who served for three years, "was a quiet but productive voice," said outgoing President, Blake Swint. Swint paid tribute to Lindelof's contributions as the Chair of the Membership and Scholarship Committees. One of GCSANC's most respected members, Cliff Wagoner, CGCS, spoke highly of Wayne as well, and publicly commended him for his service.

The dapper and ever professional Holmquist, was instrumental in guiding one of the most successful Scholarship Tournaments last year. "His dedication and commitment earned him the respect of his fellow board members," said Bob Costa, CGCS. I had the pleasure of working closely with John in the development of the sponsorship program, and was pleased when he accepted an invitation to continue his service and participate on this year's Education Committee. John's a real pro, he and Wayne will both be missed," said Costa.

Quick Quote

Even a fool knows that you can't touch the stars, but it doesn't stop a wise man from trying.

— Harry Anderson —
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For Deep Drill Aerification in just one day Call the Pros!
FM 24 - Drill & Fill Aerification System
Changes soil profile up to 5% ea app.
Penetrates Hand Pan

FM 60 - Deep Drill Aerification System
Drills up to 10”
Penetrates Hard Pan

To Schedule Demonstrations or Service Call:
Larry Lane - (800) 994-0004 or
Bay Area - Mike Willis - (707) 553-9540